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NOZOMI ENTERTAINMENT Announces the Litebox-style DVD
Release of LOST UNIVERSE
GRIMES, IA, April 9, 2014 — Anime producer Nozomi Entertainment is pleased to announce that
LOST UNIVERSE will be available on July 1, 2014.
This new value-priced DVD set will feature the complete 26-episode series with English audio,
Japanese audio, English-language subtitles and English on-screen translations. On-disc extras will include
character bios and liner notes.
Lost Universe was created by the team behind the popular Slayers anime. The anime is based upon novels
by Hajime Kanzaka (Slayers), directed by Takashi Watanabe (Slayers, Slayers Next, Shakugan No
Shana) and features character designs by Naomi Miyata (Slayers, Slayers Next). Additionally, the series
was recognized with the “Best Individual Episode” award by the Japanese magazine Animage following its
initial TV Tokyo broadcast.
Visit lostuniverse.rightstuf.com for more information about the Lost Universe anime series.
About LOST UNIVERSE:
Millie Nocturne has one great goal in her life: to be the best in the universe… at absolutely
everything. But when she tries her hand at being the best detective, she ends up an unwilling
partner to two people who will change her life forever – Kain Blueriver, the psi-blade-wielding
master of the starship Swordbreaker, and Canal, the smart-mouthed holographic image of the
ship’s computer!

These are the adventures of this unlikely trio as they hurtle through space, facing off against
intergalactic crime lords, rogue starships, hijackers dressed as chickens… and that’s just the tip of
the asteroid!
DVD Features:
Character bios and liner notes.
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About Nozomi Entertainment
Introduced in 2007 as an official re-rebrand of the Right Stuf video production division, Nozomi
Entertainment is recognized by discerning anime fans as a company focused on creating collector-grade
releases for audiences of all ages. The Nozomi team works on a limited number of fan-favorite titles each
year to ensure each Nozomi release is the absolute highest quality possible. Nozomi then combines these
releases with exceptional packaging, art assets and video extras.
A small sampling of the Nozomi lineup includes: Astro Boy, Kimba, Princess Knight, The Rose of
Versailles, ARIA, The Irresponsible Captain Tylor, Dirty Pair, Ninja Nonsense, The Third: The Girl With
the Blue Eye, His and Her Circumstances, Emma: A Victorian Romance and Revolutionary Girl Utena.
Visit www.nozomient.com for additional information.
About Right Stuf, Inc.
Founded in 1987, Right Stuf, Inc. is among North America’s largest publishers, distributors and retailers
in the anime and manga marketplace. One of the industry’s original pioneers, Right Stuf operates a
multinational mail-order catalog and one of the trade’s most recognized Internet storefronts,
rightstuf.com. Right Stuf also works in a variety of media vehicles that include video streaming, podcasts
and special publications. Included under the Right Stuf corporate umbrella is print publisher, Right Stuf
On-Demand, and video production labels Nozomi Entertainment, Lucky Penny and 5 Points Pictures.
Visit www.rightstuf.com for additional information.
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